Abstract -In this paper the path planning for obstacleavoided pursuit problem (OAP) is studied. The OAP models based on the mixed integer linear programming (MILP) is presented. In the OAP models, the dynamic equation of mass point with linear damping is taken as the state equation of vehicle's motion. Integer variables are used to describe the relative position of vehicle and obstacles. "Expansible Target Size" is proposed to describe the pursuit process for target step-by-step. "Pursuit Direction" of vehicle is defined. The Isometric Plane Method selected integer variables is used to solve MILP pursuit problem. How to select the integer variables of inner point is also given. Finally, simulations are given to show the efficiency of the method.
I. INTRODUCTION
ATH planning for obstacle-avoided pursuit problem (OAP) is defined as: given N vehicles and N targets that are moving, to plan N trajectories such that they allow each of the N vehicles to catch one of the N targets with the maximum control force while avoiding obstacles in the uncertain environment [1] . Supposing the assignment between vehicles and targets is known, the OAP path planning mainly involved the four issues: optimal trajectory, dynamical constrains, dynamic and uncertain environment, and real time implementation. Traditionally, the environment is always assumed to be static and known so that the path planning can be proceeded globally and off line. In recent years, more and more autonomous vehicles are demanded to handle targets in dynamic and uncertain circumstances. Thus, how to make optimal trajectory generation in the pursuit process while avoiding the obstacles is one of the critical problems in the autonomous control area.
Artificial potential guided evolutionary algorithm (APEA) [1] was a fast and efficient searching mechanism for the OAP path planning and could achieve a semi-optimal trajectory. However, the path obtained by APEA is optimal only with respect to the searched area but not to the complete space that can be perceived by sensors. Also, it cannot guarantee the convergence although it develops much in convergence compared with normal EA method. Linear programming (LP), on the other hand, is a general tool for optimization that can solve the maximum and minimum problem with multiple constrains. The control obtained by LP is optimal with respect to the objective function while satisfying all the constraints defined in the problem. Due to the above, LP can be used to solve vehicle route planning problem while environmental circumstances and dynamics limits are taken as multiple constraints.
D. Zu et al. [2] has proposed Acceleration Space Linear Programming (ASLP) method for the path planning of target pursuit and obstacles avoidance (TPOA) problem in dynamic and uncertain environment. The complexity in obstacle contour does not increase the computational cost of the ASLP. However, the computation complexity of ASLP for solving LP problem is n 2 , which means that with the increasing of the obstacle and target, the number of LP problem needs to be solved will be increasing exponential. So it is unsuitable for real time implementation of OAP problem. J. P. How et al. [3] - [5] proposed mixed integer LP (MILP) to solve the off-line multi-task path plan and avoid obstacles in the static environment. The integer variables are introduced to turn their relationship from "OR" to "AND", which can decrease the number of solving the LP problem. However, it cannot be used for real time and on line path plan in dynamic environment due to its computation complexity.
This paper presents an OAP model based on MILP. In this model, the logical constrains for obstacle avoidance can be encoded as constraints upon binary variables resulting in a MILP problem [6] , and the concept of "Expansible Target Size" is proposed in the process of target pursuit. Terminal target pursuit can be achieved through decreasing Expansible Target Size step by step. Isometric Plane Method [7] selected integer variables of inner point is used to solve MILP problem. Only real variables of inner point must be solved after selecting binary variables according to the relative position between vehicles and obstacles. So a faster computation for solving MILP can be achieved when increasing the vehicles, obstacles and targets.
The following sections present the OAP model based on MILP, some key techniques for solving the MILP model and the calculation procedure. The efficiency of algorithms is then demonstrated by several examples.
II. OPA MODEL BASED ON MILP
This section describes a matrix formulation for encoding the statement of the problem described in the previous section. In this paper, without losing generality, we restrict our study to the 2-D case. Let ii) each vehicle is considered a dynamic material point without size, the mass of each vehicle is equal to 1, we plan the trajectories such that they will allow every vehicle to catch one of the targets with the maximum control force while avoiding obstacles in uncertain environment.
In table 1, we present the notation that will be used throughout the rest of the paper. This is intended to be a reference for the rest of the text. 
A. State Equation
We assume that the pursuit trajectory of vehicle is twice differentiable curve with uniformly variable motion for t ' , the length of time step, small enough. According to the hypothesis ii), we can get from Taylor expansion in series: 
where
A and B are dynamic matrixes of vehicle motion resulting control force and damp force. According to the linear relationship between vehicles' control forces, the maximum speed and the maximum turn rate, proposed by A. G. Richards [3] , we take damped coefficient as
. Therefore, the maximum speed and the maximum turn rate can be constrained through enforcing the maximum control force to an approximately circular region in the control force plane. 
From (2) and (3), we can obtain
The value of damped coefficient P is depend on V , in the simulations of this paper 0 . 2 V
C. The Constraints for Obstacle-avoided
From the hypothesis ii), only obstacles need to be avoided in the target pursuit process. Whether an obstacle should be avoided is judged by the risk degree d r depended on the relative distance between the centers of vehicle and obstacle [8] . According to the state equation,
, where a is the side length of obstacle square. Assume that o N obstacles should be avoided at the th t time step. The constraints for avoiding a square obstacle, see Table I , can be written as: 
E. Objective Function
In MILP model of OAP, each vehicle will pursue a target. For each time step the primary aim of optimization is to make each vehicle shorten the distance between it and the pursuing target, this means that target pursuit is achieved through minimizing the expansible target size. So the process of the target pursuit can be realized by minimizing the following objective function
(7) is minimized at each time step t , thus target pursuit problem can be solved one by one time step, and real-time target pursuit can be realized. variables, the following MILP problem will be solved at each time step:
F. Termination of Target Pursuit When
Once a set of integer variable has been selected from the sets of integer variable satisfying constraints (5), integer variable pik c ( ) t will not be included in the problem, and (5) will only be with real variables. Thus, there are only From the isometric plane method [7] , the initial value of all the real variables may be arbitrary.
III. SOME KEY ISSUES FOR SLOVING THE MILP (8)

A. Pursuit Direction of Vehicle
In Fig.1 
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and have a little difference with velocity ( 1) (1 ) t p tp tp V tV t f . According to the model proposed in this paper, the direction that can make the expansible target size the fastest reduction is the pursuit direction. Proposition 1 If there is no obstacle between vehicle and target, then vehicle's pursuit direction will gradually close with the line connecting vehicle and target in the pursuit process.
[Proof] As Fig. 1 PG is the fastest pursuit direction. For the pursuit without obstacle, the pursuit direction can quickly close with the line connecting vehicle and target.
B. Solution Concerning the MILP (8)
To solve the MILP (8) by common way, the relaxation linear programming, namely the LP problem after relaxing the constraints about integer variables ( ) pik c t in (5), should be solved firstly. The relaxing LP problem of (8) has many solutions. If simplex method in MATLAB is used to solve the relaxation LP, then no solution is usually got. If the isometric plane method [7] is used to solve the relaxation LP, then we can get a solution. However, using the isometric surface method [9] , the mixed integer solution derived from rounded-minimal-ball of the isometric plane solution is actually an exterior point, namely the mixed integer solution cannot satisfy the avoiding obstacle constraints (5) Fortunately, in target pursuit problem, the integer variables only appear in avoiding obstacle constraints (5). The integer variables describing the azimuth between vehicle and obstacle can be selected in advance. Therefore the Isometric Plane Method selected integer variables can be used to solve the MILP (8) , that is, we select the integer variables in the constraints (5) x y is located in a corner zone of the square, then the angular point of square should be removed to the intersection point of a bisector of angle with a side of the square.
Proposition 2. Selecting the integer variables in the constraints (5) according to the obstacle-avoided regulation for each avoided obstacle makes vehicle pursue target more easily; besides, the consistency holds for obstacle-avoided constraints.
[Proof] Suppose ( , ) x y isn't located in obstacle square, otherwise the vehicle cannot avoid the obstacle at time step t .
We will select the binary variables ( ) where 1 means the avoidance constraint is relaxed. As Fig 2  (a) shows, only the line 'b' is constrained at most. When vehicle is in region B, as Fig 2 (b) (5) is left at most for some , , t p i . Therefore selecting the integer variables in the constraints (5) according to the obstacle-avoided regulation makes vehicle pursue target more easily; and the consistency holds evidently for one obstacle-avoided constraint.
When the obstacles are more than one, the consistency also holds for many obstacle-avoided constraints because these obstacle-avoided constraints constitute an unclosed or closed feasible region with the inner vehicle. 
IV. CALCULATION PROCEDURE
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation program is running using MATLAB 7.0 under Window XP on the computer with the CPU of PentiumIV/2.40GHZ processor. The CPU time required on a PC is given in seconds and only the online computation time is included. It is inaccurate for MALAB to sum up the CPU time under one second. So the mean time is used.
A. Simulation 1
The first simulation demonstrated here includes three vehicles, three moving targets, two moving obstacles and one static obstacle. Both the position and the velocity of the targets and obstacles at time is 0.062.
(2) one-vehicle-one-target pursuit Vehicle-target pairs are appointed based on the one-vehicle-one-target assignment mechanism, each vehicle can only be assigned to pursue one target, and each target can only be pursued by one vehicle at any time. As Fig. 5 shows, the pair assignment is {V1-T1, V2-T3, V3-T2}, before 29 t , and then it changes to {V1-T1, V2-T2, V3-T3}. The first target is caught at the 32 time steps in One-vehicle-one-target pursuit, and it is 7 time steps more than in the nearest target pursuit. However, only 74 time steps are need to caught all the targets in one-vehicle-one-target pursuit, it is 22 time steps less than in the nearest target pursuit. Therefore the intentions of the two target assignments mechanism are different.
B. Simulation 2
In the simulation scene 2, shown as Fig. 6 , there are 10 vehicles, 10 moving targets, 4 moving obstacles and 2 static obstacles. Vehicles are homologous. The initial and the maximal velocity, the maximal turn rate and the maximal control force of vehicles are kept the same as simulation 1.
Due to the big number of vehicles and targets in simulation 2, the computation of task assignment will be a high burden by using one-vehicle-one-target pursuit mechanism. Using the nearest target pursuit mechanism, vehicles can catch all the targets with obstacle-avoided at 70 t . The mean time cost at each time step is only 0.1.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents an OAP model based on MILP. In this model, the integer variables are used to describe the relative position constraints between vehicles and obstacles for avoiding obstacles effectively. "Expansible Target Size" is proposed in target pursuit constraints (6) . Target pursuit can be achieved through decreasing the expansible target size step by step. In order to solve the MILP problem, the integer variables are selected in advance. For each time step, the Isometric Plane Method selected integer variables is used to solve the MILP problem, the CPU time is far smaller than 100ms, and it can satisfy the real time computation. 
